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War and Film - James Chapman 2008-06-01
From the onset of the film medium, directors have found war an endlessly compelling and fruitful subject
for their art. In War and Film, Chapman explores their fascination as well as audiences’ enduring need to
examine and experience the vicissitudes of war. Chapman examines the issues of truthfulness and realism
that arise in depictions of war, whether in the supposed truth telling of war documentaries or Hollywood
battle scenes that are “more realistic than the real thing.” The book considers films from the U. S., Britain,
and Europe, and the national responses to cinematic depictions of particular conflicts. In case studies of
such legendary works as Das Boot, Apocalypse Now, and All Quiet on the Western Front, the book parses
their dominant narrative themes, ranging from war as a pointless tragedy to combat as an exciting and
heroic adventure. But few films, Chapman contends, probe into the deeper ramifications of war—the
psychological scars left on the soldier and civilians. A study of remarkable breadth and scope, War and Film
exposes the power of cinema in shaping our perceptions of violent conflict.
Youth - Isaac Asimov 2021-09-20
When strange animals land in Red's yard, he and his friend Slim agree to keep it to themselves. The
creatures are unlike any that they've ever seen before, and are - to them - animals that would make a
fortune putting on a show at the circus. All the while, their fathers are fretting over the arrival of
interstellar diplomats, on whose trade their civilisation may have to rely on to survive. Despite the urgency
of the mission, however, neither hide nor hair of them have been seen...
The War of the Usurper - Elí Freysson 2017-06-13
The interstellar Realm of the Glorious Dawn has endured for eight centuries, providing stability and law in
the wake of the Long Darkness. Now the assassination of King Tunus has plunged the Realm into civil war,
and through the years eleven very different people get caught up in major events.An ageing royal guard, an
opportunistic rogue, an inscrutable mystic, an ambitious mercenary, a weary partisan fighter... all these
and more find themselves in a spot where great events must turn on their actions.As the Realm burns,
young Princess Maraka, sole rightful heir to the throne, must weather tragedy, assassins, and the pressure
of being a living lynchpin for the loyalist war effort. Before her lies a monumental task: Becoming more
than a mere symbol. She must become the leader her battered subjects need.
Sentenced to War - J. N. Chaney 2021-06-11
Sit in prison or join the military. The choice is yours. Convicted of a minor traffic violation, Rev Pelletier is
conscripted into the Perseus Union Marine Corps . . . for up to a thirty-year term of service. Anxious to get
back to his civilian life and job, Rev opts for a shorter term as a Marine Raider taking the fight to the
enemy. But with extremely high mortality rates, can he and his friends survive until their term of service is
over? Download Sentenced to War now to follow Rev through perilous battles as he fights to hold back the
alien invasion. If you're a fan of Old Man's War, Starship Troopers, or Armor, you'll love this military scifi
thrill ride.
Erebus Dawning - Aj Super 2021-04-23
Those who can destroy a world can control the universe.Everyone wants the Star of Erebus. Space-pirate
Nyx Marcus is no exception. With it, she can prove to her father that she is worthy of his legacy. But she's
come up empty-handed aboard the space-ship Thanatos and now Malcam, her father's First Officer, is
mutinying. As Nyx flees with a loyal skeleton crew, she discovers that the planet-killing weapon, named
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after one of the seven gods, is more than what it seems. Erebus isn't a simple weapon. It's an ancient AI and
a technological god.With the oppressive Queen of the Protectorate and new pirate captain Malcam
searching for the Thanatos and Erebus, the AI god has more surprises for Nyx. Waking dormant AI code in
Nyx's blood, Erebus reveals they are family and Nyx is the head of the Seven Stars pantheon. Now Nyx
must learn to control her power without sacrificing her own humanity or give her enemies a new way to
oppress the known universe and lose the family she holds dear.Don't miss this exciting Space Opera debut.
It's perfect for fans of Christian Kallias, MD Cooper, and Becky Chambers. Grab your copy today!
Night Harbour - Sci fi novel space opera adventure inspired by Mass Effect, Star Wars, Judge Dredd, Blade
Runner - Alexei Cyren 2013-10-13
Ariel Blake is a Siren agent out for revenge against her mother’s killers and one of the government’s most
merciless operatives. She is charged with investigating a high profile, armed robbery of a Shiro Express
courier. The trail leads to the ruthless genius Gilead Hightower and the Black Phoenix, the terrorists
responsible for her mom’s death. Both are after a black ops government project so secret no one, not even
the government itself, even realized it existed… until now. She has to stop the Black Phoenix from getting
powerful new technology but she has to find it first. Only Gilead Hightower has the answers and he isn’t
talking. Rake Ashcor, one of the deadliest assassins in the star system with over a thousand kills to his
name, has been hired by the Phoenix to get the technology and silence Gilead for good. When Ariel’s friends
get trapped in a virtual world that can kill, she has a tough choice to make: is finding the location of the
black ops project worth her life and the lives of her friends or will she let the Black Phoenix get what they
want? If Rake and the Phoenix succeed, the System Alliance could be torn apart. How far will she go for
vengeance? Solid State Shadow: Night Harbour is part of an action packed sci-fi space opera that is
inspired by Mass Effect, Star Wars, Judge Dredd, Die Hard, Continuum and Blade Runner. Adventure,
romance, revenge, mecha, paranormal powers and intrigue fill the pages of this new saga. If you’re looking
for nearly non-stop, blood-pumping excitement you’ll want to start here! Night Harbour is Book One of the
Solid State Sigma Series.
The Space Opera Renaissance - Kathryn Cramer 2007-07-10
"Space opera", once a derisive term for cheap pulp adventure, has come to mean something more in
modern SF: compelling adventure stories told against a broad canvas, and written to the highest level of
skill. Indeed, it can be argued that the "new space opera" is one of the defining streams of modern SF. Now,
World Fantasy Award-winning anthologists David G. Hartwell and Kathryn Cramer have compiled a
definitive overview of this subgenre, both as it was in the days of the pulp magazines, and as it has become
in 2005. Included are major works from genre progenitors like Jack Williamson and Leigh Brackett, stylish
midcentury voices like Cordwainer Smith and Samuel R. Delany, popular favorites like David Drake, Lois
McMaster Bujold, and Ursula K. Le Guin, and modern-day pioneers such as Iain M. Banks, Steven Baxter,
Scott Westerfeld, and Charles Stross. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Bounty Hunter - Michael Robertson 2020-06-12
When Marcie left the Blind Spot, she had just two things to accomplish: One, she needed to get lungs for
Sal’s transplant. Secondly, she needed to set the Eye up for a new life in Prime City. Simple, right? So when
she gets offered the lungs but no guarantee for the Eye’s safety, Marcie chooses to delay her return home.
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To make good on her promise to the Eye, she has to remain in Prime City for several months so she can run
five more bounties for Mads. It’s a small price to pay to set her friend up for life. But each bounty reveals
more about Mads and Prime City than she’d bargained for. Each bounty drags her in deeper to his web of
crime and conspiracy, putting her at war with her own moral compass. And now she’s agreed to work for
Mads, if she backs out, not only will she put her own life at risk, but her actions could also see the Eye
killed. Will Marcie manage to follow Mads’ orders without question? Can she witness corruption and
exploitation without acting? It might only be a few months, but is a few months still too long to be one of
Mads’ bounty hunters? Bounty Hunter: Neon Horizon book three is a fast-paced cyberpunk thriller. If you
like dazzling neon dystopian landscapes, where entertainment, credits, and the latest street drugs are all
worth more than human life, then you’ll love this hard-hitting grimy glimpse into the hyper-cities of the
future.
Sacred Ground - Chris Towndrow 2012-08-25
The long interstellar war between the Placers and the alien Xarrt race is over. Everyone should embrace
peace, but warship captain Rakkel is battling his emotions, facing a future that is anxiously unfamiliar. A
disgruntled Xarrt warrior holds his ship in ambush, not wanting the war to end. He attacks a defenceless
outpost, killing thousands. The news enrages Leader of the Placers, Izah, and he instructs that Rakkel be
set to catch this traitor. A religious leader, Ar-Bekan, rallies his followers. The end of the war gives them
the opportunity to reach out into space and seek the mythical land of their forefathers. War orphan Mavina
has nothing to lose and joins the daring band of stowaways. More than one person holds a secret, more
than one seeks a truth, and more than one is in denial. Is this really peace? If it is, how many endings and
how many beginnings does it nurture?
Starliner - David Drake 1992-06-01
The Empress of Earth Finest passenger liner in the galaxy ¾ Brightest link in the chain that binds the
starflung civilization of the 23rd century¾ Six thousand lives in a single hull, trembling through multiple
universes to land on raw, often violent worlds, each with its own history and wonder ¾ The Empress of
Earth Neutral pawn in an interstellar war! When hostile necessity knows no law, Ran Colville and the rest
of the complement of the Empress of Earth must bring home their ship and the passengers entrusted to
them. From the Captain on his bridge to the Cold Crewmen who work in conditions that differ from Hell
only by name, they'll have their work cut out for them this voyage! At the publisher's request, this title is
sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).
Lady Doctor Wyre - Joely Sue Burkhart 2019-08-20
In a universe where ladies rule supreme...A mash-up of Jane Austen and Firefly, this series puts ladies in
charge-in space. If you love a Regency romp and space opera, join Lady Wyre on her adventures.Hiding in
the backwards colony of Americus for seven years is preferable to even one day of torture in the Tower of
Londonium. Without her research or the simplest of luxuries, Lady Wyre bides her time by dallying with the
safe and honorable Sheriff Gilead Masters.Until her other lover, the dashing assassin Lord Sigmund Regret,
arrives for their yearly solstice interlude a few days early.While she's trying to keep her two men from each
other's throats, the colony's rebellion against Britannia becomes more volatile. Her not-so-safe sheriff
reveals a secret past that drags her straight back into the dangerous chess game of politics. With the
Queen's Ravens closing in, Charlotte wearies of her life on the run. She fires a warning shot across
Britannia's bow.Cease hunting Lady Doctor Wyre-or lose the technological power the Crown holds so dear.
Forever.Alas, Dear Reader, her two lovers may ruin her perfect plan by killing each other.This volume also
contains the free prequel, Lady Wyre's Regret.
DFV Ethereal - Tori Harris 2020-10-28
Previously published as The Last Flamecaller by Tori Harris. _________ Desperate tyrants often resort to
desperate tactics ... regardless of their species. After suffering a near-catastrophic defeat by Terran Fleet
Command, the Pelaran AI strain gambles on a bold, "hands-on" approach to controlling the destiny of a
Human world ... On the pre-industrial world of Didara 4, Dryden Beck awakens alone in the depths of the
Scarsdow Forest, knowing that he has murdered thousands of his own people, but with no memory of how
or why. He soon discovers that he has been forever changed - modified against his will to serve as the most
powerful weapon in the arsenal of a ruthless puppet master bent on total domination. Stripped of powers he
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never wanted but now desperately needs, Dryden finds himself caught in the middle of a war in which both
sides - those he once sought to destroy as well as his former master who forced him to do so - see him as
their most dangerous and hated adversary. To prove his allegiance, Dryden's only choice is to flee. It is a
journey that will take him across a region where opposing sides seek to destroy one another wielding
technologies introduced centuries before their time - supplied by a mysterious benefactor whose
motivations remain unknown. Can this lone Human, with the help of a pair of enigmatic Grey aliens, regain
control of the same deadly weapons he once used to slaughter his own people in time to save them?
_________ Author's Note: The books in the TFC series build upon one another and are best experienced in
the order in which they were released. I recommend reading TFS Ingenuity, TFS Theseus, TFS Navajo, TFS
Fugitive, and TFS Guardian before starting DFV Ethereal. _________ DFV ETHEREAL is the sixth book of the
Terran Fleet Command Saga by author Tori Harris. The story is typically associated with the military
science fiction, space exploration science fiction, colonization, first contact, genetic engineering, space
opera technothriller, galactic empire, or alien invasion categories.
The Shanghai Connection – Science fiction space opera adventure inspired by Mass Effect - Alexei
Cyren 2014-03-18
Ariel Blake is a rookie Guardian cop who’s trying to get revenge against the Black Phoenix terrorists who
killed her mother. She’s willing to do almost anything it takes and is worried that she’ll cross the line. She
finds herself in the middle of a possible gang war but a beautiful information broker hints that the Jade
Dragons might know a way to find her elusive prey. She must discover the link between the gangs and her
mom’s killers. Her hunt will lead to a post-apocalyptic virtual world to find the answers though the stakes
are high: someone will die in less than 48 hours unless she succeeds. Drug kingpin, kung fu master and
Jade Dragon lieutenant Wen Chang, however stands in Ariel’s way. He is a man who has never been
defeated in combat and he wields fearsome powers that she can’t even fathom. If he gets what he wants,
the System Alliance worlds could be plunged into chaos. The Shanghai Connection is part of an action
packed science fiction novel space opera that is inspired by Mass Effect, Star Wars, Judge Dredd, Die Hard,
Continuum and Blade Runner. Adventure, romance, revenge, mecha, paranormal powers and intrigue fill
the pages of this continuing saga. If you’re looking for nearly non-stop, blood pumping excitement you
should get this book! Solid State Sigma Series Solid State Shadow Arc Night Harbour
(http://amzn.to/1gPZACR) Gilead’s Gambit (http://amzn.to/1csMn67) Trinity Tower
(http://amzn.to/1cAwYLm) Solid State Shadow Omnibus Edition (Night Harbour, Gilead’s Gambit, Trinity
Tower all in one; http://amzn.to/1fGalVS) Solid State Rising Arc Escape from Sericent (coming soon;
2014-2015) Dark Star Station (coming soon; 2014-2015) Queen’s Sacrifice (coming soon; 2014-2015) Solid
State Supremacy Arc Hunt for Hightower (coming soon; 2015-2016) Cygnus Showdown (coming soon;
2015-2016) Betrayal at Ares (coming soon; 2015-2016) Battle of Sericent (coming soon; 2015-2016) Solid
State Universe Prequels The Shanghai Connection (Kindle | Preview) coming soon…
http://alexeicyren.com/escape-from-sericent-coming-soon/
Destiny Lost - M. D. Cooper 2016-09-13
Sera leads a simple life. A little smuggling, some drinking contests, and captaining her star freighter,
Sabrina. But when she picks up a mysterious shipping container on Coburn Station, things begin to go
wrong. She finds herself at odds with The Mark, a dangerous pirate organization that wants the cargo on
her ship. Inside the container she not only finds a woman, but a secret thought lost millennia ago. The
woman is Tanis Richards, and she knows the location of the Intrepid, a missing colony ship from humanity's
golden age. Sera knows how to help Tanis and the Intrepid. But to do that, she will need to reveal a secret
that will pull her back into a life she left long ago. A life from which she was exiled in shame and disgrace.
Tanis doesn't trust Sera; and Sabrina's rag-tag crew is nothing like what she's used to, but she's going to
have to rely on them to avoid capture and get back to the Intrepid. As Tanis and Sera battle pirates and
interstellar governments, the two women forge a friendship that will forever shape the destiny of humanity.
The Cost of Victory - Jay Allan 2012-12-01
The Third Frontier War is raging, and all across human-occupied space worlds are burning. Massive
battlefleets struggle for dominance and kilometer-long war ships exchange thermonuclear barrages.
Battered in the early years of the war, the Western Alliance is resurgent. The brilliant Admiral Augustus
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Garret leads the Alliance fleet from victory to victory, taking the war to the very heart of the enemy
empires. And on the ground, Colonel Erik Cain, hero of the Marine Corps, leads his crack troops again into
combat, seeking the final battle. In the background, the secretive intelligence agencies of the despotic
Superpowers plot and scheme, using their own soldiers as pawns in the great game for control of space.
But the final battle will be fought in the reddish sands of a backwater world, and the prize will be the
staggering secret that has lain hidden in a remote cave for untold centuries. All the Powers struggle for the
ultimate victory, but at what cost? The Cost of Victory is the second book in the Crimson Worlds series and
the sequel to Marines. The Crimson Worlds Series: Marines (Crimson Worlds I) - Available Now! Tombstone
(A Crimson Worlds Prequel) - Available Now! A Little Rebellion (Crimson Worlds III) - December 2012 The
First Imperium (Crimson Worlds IV) - March 2013
Trevalyn Academy: A Mercury Blade Space Opera - James David Victor 2020-07-03
The man, the myth, the scoundrel. A far-future space opera from #1 Bestselling author James David Victor
Eliard Martin is the wayward son of House Martin. When an illegal deathrace ends in tragedy, he is blamed
and sent to the prestigious military academy, Trevalyn, to learn responsibility and to integrate with the
ruling class elite. Instead, he is faced with animosity, corruption, and conspiracies beyond anything he
previously knew. Will Eliard stand up and fight for galactic freedom or decide that true freedom must be
seized one ship at a time? Trevalyn Academy is a standalone story in the Mercury Blade Space Opera
series. If you like fast paced space adventure, Captain Eliard Martin is the kind of rogue that will keep you
entertained for hours. Download Trevalyn Academy and get started on your next space adventure today!
Eight Ways to Kill a Rat - Michael Robertson 2022-10-16
Bart lives in the pressure cooker that’s the Black Hole; a neon-lit hell filled with prostitutes, pimps, and
pushers. Muggings, murders, and mods are commonplace, and few earn enough credits to get by, let alone
support a family. He gives the best of himself to his dead-end job and despotic boss, yet still only earns
enough credits to last five out of the seven days in a week. Each night, he returns exhausted to his
dilapidated house to comfort his starving wife and daughter. If only his love could fill the chasm in their
stomachs created by his failings. But even in a place like the Black Hole, there are opportunities for those
stupid or desperate enough to take them. Drug trials, loan sharks, and gangs all offer the possibility of
extra credits. With Bart’s inability to provide sending him and his family on a downward trajectory, maybe
he’s both stupid and desperate enough to try something different. And someone has to win in this hellish
place, so why not him? Eight Ways to Kill a Rat: Neon Horizon book six is a fast-paced cyberpunk thriller. If
you like dazzling neon dystopian landscapes, where entertainments, credits, and the latest street drugs are
all worth more than human life, then you’ll love this hard-hitting grimy glimpse into the hyper-cities of the
future.
Marines - Jay Allan 2012
Erik Cain joined the marines to get off death row. The deal was simple; enlist to fight in space and he would
be pardoned for all his crimes.In the 23rd Century, assault troops go into battle wearing AI-assisted,
nuclear-powered armor, but it is still men and blood that win battles. From one brutal campaign to the next,
Erik and his comrades fight an increasingly desperate war over the resource rich colony worlds that have
become vital to the economies of Earth's exhausted and despotic Superpowers.As Erik rises through the
ranks he finally finds a home, first with the marines who fight at his side and later among the colonists men and women who have dared to leave everything behind to build a new society on the frontier, one
where the freedoms and rights lost long ago on Earth are preserved.Amidst the blood and death and
sacrifice, Erik begins to wonder. Is he fighting the right war? Who is the real enemy?
The Arena - Michael Robertson 2018-11-21
Bran was one of the most dangerous and revered humans in the galaxy before he vowed never to fight
again. His new existence is not accepted and a bounty is placed on Bran's head. When he's captured and
imprisoned, the only way he can earn his freedom is to fight in The Arena If he fights, his captors will profit
from television rights and gambling and he will earn his freedom. But freedom means nothing to
Bran...until his captors raise the stakes. The Arena is a Science Fiction Space Opera short story, that looks
at how violence can both empower and destroy
The Space Opera MEGAPACK ® - John W. Campbell 2014-05-07
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The Space Opera Megapack collects 20 classic and modern stories, ranging from galaxy-spanning epics by
E.E. "Doc" Smith and John W. Campbell, Jr. to modern interpretations by Jay Lake, Kristine Kathryn Rusch,
Tim Sullivan, and more! Included are: BREATH'S DUTY, by Sharon Lee and Steve Miller SPAWN OF
JUPITER, by E. C. Tubb KILLER ADVICE, by Kristine Kathryn Rusch THE WORLD WITH A THOUSAND
MOONS by Edmond Hamilton THE SKYLARK OF SPACE, by E.E. “Doc” Smith DEADLINE IN SPACE, by
John Russell Fearn PLANETESIMAL DAWN, by Tim Sullivan THE WEIGHT OF HISTORY, THE LIGHTNESS
OF THE FUTURE, by Jay Lake BIG PILL, by Raymond Z. Gallun WHERE ARE YOU, MR. BIGGS?, by Nelson
S. Bond THE SKY TRAP, by Frank Belknap Long CHANGE OF COMMAND, by Jean Lorrah TULAN, by C.C.
MacApp THE BLACK STAR PASSES, by John W. Campbell, Jr. THE GALAXY PRIMES, by E.E. “Doc” Smith
TARRANO THE CONQUEROR, by Ray Cummings THE SARGASSO OF SPACE, by Edmond Hamilton
SALVAGE IN SPACE, by Jack Williamson THE ULTIMATE WEAPON, by John W. Campbell, Jr. INVADERS
FROM THE OUTER SUNS, by Frank Belknap Long, Jr. And if you enjoy this volume, don't forget to search
your favorite ebook store for "Wildside Press Megapack" to see all the other entries in this great series,
covering science fiction, fantasy, horror, mysteries, westerns, classics -- and much, much more!
The First Imperium - Jay Allan 2013-04
Book 4 of the bestselling Crimson Worlds series... The Alliance and its colonies have called a truce and
signed the Confederation Agreement, providing the frontier worlds with guarantees of self-government. No
one expects the deal to last, and both sides are preparing for the next showdown. But from the depths of
space another challenge is coming, one that will endanger the very survival of mankind and force not just
the Alliance and its colonies, but all of the Superpowers, to join forces or face annihilation. The dusty ruins
the Alliance discovered on Epsilon Eridani IV were built by an ancient race, eons dead. But their guardians
remain, and the disturbance of the long silent cave triggered an automated alert, one which has been
heard. Erik Cain and his Marines grimly take to the field once again, for what may be their final battle,
against the robotic legions of the First Imperium. But facing a ruthless and technologically superior enemy
may be easier than learning to fight alongside old enemies.
Solid State Shadow Omnibus - Science fiction space opera adventure inspired by Mass Effect, Star Wars,
Judge Dredd, Blade Runner - Alexei Cyren 2013-10-13
Solid State Sigma Series — Solid State Shadow Volumes One to Three Volume One — “Night Harbour”
Ariel Blake is a Siren agent out for revenge against her mother’s killers and one of the government’s most
merciless operatives. She is charged with investigating a high profile, armed robbery of a Shiro Express
courier. The trail leads to the ruthless genius Gilead Hightower and the Black Phoenix, the terrorists
responsible for her mom’s death. Both are after a black ops government project so secret no one, not even
the government itself, even realized it existed… until now. She has to stop the Black Phoenix from getting
powerful new technology but she has to find it first. Only Gilead Hightower has the answers and he isn’t
talking. Rake Ashcor, one of the deadliest assassins in the star system with over a thousand kills to his
name, has been hired by the Phoenix to get the technology and silence Gilead for good. When Ariel’s friends
get trapped in a virtual world that can kill, she has a tough choice to make: is finding the location of the
black ops project worth her life and the lives of her friends or will she let the Black Phoenix get what they
want? If Rake and the Phoenix succeed, the System Alliance could be torn apart. How far will she go for
vengeance? Volume Two — “Gilead’s Gambit” Ariel Blake is one of the top Siren agents of the System
Alliance who is driven by one thing: revenge. She discovers the Black Phoenix terrorists are after her
childhood friend, Eve Lang when they attack the mall in their home town. Worse still, Eve is not all she
appears to be and Ariel must wrestle with her transformation into something that is no longer… human.
That doesn’t stop her from putting Eve’s safety as priority number one and keeping her out of Phoenix
hands. Rake Ashcor, the assassin who nearly killed her at Night Harbour is also gunning for Eve. If Rake
gets her, the Black Phoenix may obtain the key to using the Solid State Shadow technology. Something
Ariel fears more than anything. Volume Three — “Trinity Tower” Ariel Blake must rescue childhood friend
Eve Lang from Gilead Hightower. The team tracks the genius down and find themselves caught up in a
chaotic firefight while trying to rescue her. The situation gets worse when Aminon, a mysterious shadow
organization tries to silence Eve at the same time… for things she can’t even remember. Finding Eve and
Gilead isn’t Ariel’s only challenge. The ruthless Phoenix have planned something big. It will be the opening
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act of a new chapter in history. Assassin Rake Ashcor strikes a deal with Gilead for Eve and if he gets her,
nothing will stop the Black Phoenix from killing millions in a few short hours. Guaranteed.
Whispers of War - Sean Bai 2020-12-17
War. An alien war. The catlike alien asked the humans to fight in an alien war. Can you believe that? An
alien ship crashed on Earth 5,000 years ago, throwing our solar system into a temporal bubble. No time has
passed outside our solar system. It is now 2030, ten years after a government shutdown that never ended. A
jackal-like alien almost killed Terry Chang. Now he and his friends must venture out into the unknown,
where multiple alien races are on the verge of war. Turns out mythology is not so mythical after all. If you
liked Ender's Game, Stargate, the Expeditionary Force Series, and the Earthrise series, you'll like this.
In Fury Born - David Weber 2006-04
When her world is destroyed by seemingly unstoppable planet pirates and her family is slaughtered, former
commando leader Alicia DeVries turns pirate herself, steals a cutting-edge ship from the Empire, and
launches a campaign to seek revenge on those responsible, only to find that her fellow veterans are equally
determined to stop her, in an expanded new version of the classic novel Path of the Fury.
The Crimson Deathbringer - Sean Robins 2020-07-06
The Akakies, a peaceful, technologically advanced alien species known as "the galaxy's pranksters," are
under attack by the Xortaags, a vicious military race bent on conquering the universe. The Xortaags are
deadly, but Tarq, the Akakies' chief strategist and legendary shadow master, has a plan. Meanwhile on
Earth, Jim, a wise-cracking, movie-quoting, OCD-suffering fighter pilot, is about to propose to his girlfriend
Liz when his childhood friend Kurt shows up at his house, injured and covered in blood. Kurt is a freedom
fighter/super- assassin hunted by a brutal military dictatorship's security forces. Soon after, Jim, Liz and
Kurt's lives are set to crash with a galactic war that threatens the very existence of the human race. Can
our heroes save humanity from the wrath of an overwhelming enemy? The Crimson Deathbringer
seamlessly blends breathtaking action sequences with mischievous humor. If you are a science fiction/space
opera fan, this book, with its memorable characters, formidable antagonist and Game of Thrones style
shocking moments, is written especially for you.
Crimson Tempest - Anthony James 2017-09-19
Fifty-three years after it vanished, Earth's only Super-Devastator warship, the ESS Crimson sends out a
distress signal... Humanity is fighting against an implacable foe. The Ghasts – a ruthless alien race - seem
hell-bent on wiping out mankind. They have a vast warfleet and their technology is advancing at a terrible
rate. Captain John Nathan Duggan and his crew are given a mission – find the missing ESS Crimson and
bring it home. Little does Duggan realise, this is no ordinary mission. As he struggles against enemies both
within and without, he desperately tries to unlock the mystery surrounding the Crimson’s disappearance
and the unknown weapons it carries. He soon discovers the missing warship might be the only hope for
salvation that mankind has left. When everything is veiled in secrecy nothing is easy, as Duggan is about to
find out. Crimson Tempest is the first instalment in an epic sci-fi action-adventure series.
Starblood - N D Redding 2021-07-23
Brought back from the brink of death, now he must fight once more... Sergeant Richard Stavos was a
Technomancer, capable of creating stronger than normal mental links with nanites. But that alone wasn't
enough to keep him alive. Not when the Ka Empire wages wars across the galaxy. Death was supposed to
be his release...an end to the constant fighting that plagued his life. But gifted beings like Richard are
assets, and almost a decade after his death, the Ka overlords bring him back from the grave as a 'reward'
for his good service. Some reward... but who says no to living twice? Richard is thrown back into war,
tasked with a simple but familiar mission-utilize his Technomancing skills on the planet Detera, and before
he dies again, take as many of his enemy with him. Experience the start of an epic Military Sci-Fi Series
from debut author N.D. Redding. It's perfect for fans of Chris Fox, B.V. Larson, and Technomancer.
Theatre of the Gods - M. Suddain 2013-06-27
This is the story of M. Francisco Fabrigas, explorer, philosopher, heretical physicist, who took a shipful of
children on a frightening voyage to the next dimension, assisted by a teenaged Captain, a brave deaf boy, a
cunning blind girl, and a sultry botanist, all the while pursued by the Pope of the universe and a welldressed mesmerist. Dark plots, demonic cults, murderous jungles, quantum mayhem, the birth of creation,
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the death of time, and a creature called the Sweety: all this and more waits beyond the veil of reality.
Alien Hunters: A Space Opera Trilogy - Daniel Arenson 101-01-01
Got trouble with aliens? Call the Alien Hunters. This bundle includes all three novels in this fast-paced, scifi adventure. BOOK 1: Alien Hunters -- The skelkrins. Predators from deep space. Creatures of claws, fangs,
and malice. Riff and his crew are the Alien Hunters, ragtag mercenaries who travel the galaxy, trapping
and removing cosmic critters. They're just galactic pest controllers, not an army. When the skelkrins attack,
will the Alien Hunters be the ones hunting aliens . . . or will aliens hunt them? BOOK 2: Alien Sky -- The
Singularity. The day the machines gained awareness. The day they turned cruel. The robotic fleet swarms
across the galaxy, slaying all in its path. The Alien Hunters--outgunned, outsmarted, outclassed--fly up to
meet these killer robots. The battle between life and machine begins. BOOK 3: Alien Shadows -- On a dead
planet orbiting a black hole, shadows stir. Some call them ghosts, others merely figments of the
imagination. As these astral beings spread across the cosmos, the Alien Hunters stare into the darkness of
deepest space . . . and find terror.
Steam Wars - Fred Perry 2014-07-04
Not so long ago in a galaxy relatively close by, a ragged alliance of rebels engages in an epic struggle to
free their world from the grip of LORD BARON and the HEGEMONIC CRUX. Having stolen the formula for
WARP COAL, the secret fuel of the enemy dreadnoughts DUCHESS IMOEN flees for her life. She then
stumbles across her only hope: BO, the last of the legendary storm foil warriors known as the QUANTUM
DRAGOONS-and Lord Baron's son!
Prime City - Michael Robertson 2020-04-04
Marcie thought preventing a war was tough ... That’s because she’s never been to Prime City. To many,
Marcie Hugo is a hero for the part she played in preventing a war between The Blind Spot and Scala City,
but to The Eye and her best friend Sal, she’s a liar and a traitor. She manipulated The Eye to get what she
needed from him, which lead to the murder of a connected man. Being Wrench’s daughter, she’s
untouchable, but because of her The Eye now has a price on his head. He might be safely hidden, but time’s
running out. If he remains in The Blind Spot, it won’t be long before someone finds him and cuts his throat.
While preventing the war, Marcie wrongly accused Sal’s dad of colluding with factions in Scala City in an
attempt raise tensions between the two sides. She’s known the family since birth, yet she still pointed the
finger at them. If nothing else, Marcie must do the right thing for those she’s wronged. For The Eye to
survive, she’ll need to liberate him from his temporary prison and get him away from The Blind Spot.
Although Sal might never forgive her, she can help him by getting the lung transplant he so desperately
needs. There’s only one place that’ll serve both functions, but the path to Prime City involves crossing a
wasteland filled with marauding militia. Can Marcie Hugo get The Eye from prison before an assassin
claims the price on his head? Can she get away from The Blind Spot without her dad’s knowledge? Can they
survive a journey across the wastelands that for so many has meant death? And if they do get there, what
will they find in Prime City? What will it take to get Sal’s lung transplant? If Marcie’s learned anything up
until this point, it’s that plans rarely run smoothly and people get hurt along the way. Prime City: Neon
Horizon book two is a fast-paced cyberpunk thriller. If you like dazzling neon dystopian landscapes, where
entertainment, credits, and the latest street drugs are all worth more than human life, then you’ll love this
hard-hitting grimy glimpse into the hyper-cities of the future.
The Blind Spot - Michael Robertson 2020-03-27
COULD YOU BETRAY EVERYONE YOU CARE ABOUT TO PREVENT A WAR? The Blind Spot exists in
defiance of Scala City’s dystopian big brother regime. It occupies a small sector in the city, and those who
live there believe in their right to privacy. Scala City believe if you’ve done nothing wrong, you have
nothing to hide. But the Blind Spot have hackers that could bring the larger city to its knees. This is why it’s
never spilled over into all-out war. Until now ... A terrorist attack on Scala City’s main plaza has tipped the
delicate balance. There is only one person who can halt the conflict before it begins ... Marcie Hugo,
daughter of the Blind Spot’s leader, and the district’s best kept secret. Cybernetically enhanced, she’s
faster, stronger, and smarter than most. But more importantly, she’s invisible. Protected and hidden away
by her father for the majority of her life, she’s in the unique position to move between the Blind Spot and
Scala City unnoticed. With the best hacker in the city on her side, and while the rest of the Blind Spot
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prepares for a bloody war, Marcie gets to work ... To avoid total annihilation, she will have to betray
everyone she loves, starting with her father ... And even then, her chances of success are slim ... Join
Marcie in a race against time as she turns over every neon-lit inch of Scala City and The Blind Spot in a
quest to discover who’s trying to destroy her home and why. And even if she is successful, with the number
of ties she’s severed, how much of a life will she have left to return to? The Blind Spot: Neon Horizon book
one is a fast-paced cyberpunk thriller. If you like dazzling neon dystopian landscapes, where entertainment,
credits, and the latest street drugs are all worth more than human life, then you’ll love this hard-hitting
grimy glimpse into the hyper-cities of the future.
War Play - Corey Mead 2013
Exploring behind the scenes at training sessions where soldiers play multiplayer missions that test combat
skills, an expert on military innovation shows how the military is influencing the adoption of video games as
learning and recruitment tools.
Space Opera Bundle - Scott Sigler
The SPACE OPERA BUNDLE is a power-packed science fiction collaboration between #1 New York Times
bestseller Scott Sigler and award-winning novelists and podcasters Matt Wallace, Mur Lafferty, and Paul E.
Cooley. These stand-alone intertwine with the Galactic Football League (GFL) series, a star-spanning
coming-of-age tale that spans seven novels. The SPACE OPERA BUNDLE is a power-packed science fiction
collaboration between #1 New York Times bestseller Scott Sigler and award-winning novelists and
podcasters Matt Wallace, Mur Lafferty, and Paul E. Cooley. These stand-alone novellas intertwine with the
Galactic Football League (GFL) series, a Science Fiction Space Opera Series with more than 10,000 ratings
and reviews on Goodreads and Google Play. Novels in the series include: Book I: THE ROOKIE Book II THE
STARTER Book III: THE ALL-PRO Book IV: THE MVP Book V: THE CHAMPION Here are the novellas
included in the SPACE OPERA BUNDLE: TITLE FIGHT Undefeated galactic heavyweight champion Korak
the Cutter has crushed all challengers, destroying everyone in his path, but the wins aren't as easy as they
used to be. After a decade of perfect fighting, his age is catching up with him. For a Quyth Warrior, that
means he's slowing down, and speed is the name of the game in mixed martial arts. At this late stage in his
career, he faces a nightmare savage and unpredictable Chiyal "The Heretic" North. As crime lords and
promoters try to fix the fight, and as managers cling to dreams of lost glory, Korak and Chiyal must find
their way into the octagon to decide once and for all who is the greatest of all time. Co-written by #1 New
York Times bestseller Scott Sigler and Parsec Award-winning author Matt Wallace, TITLE FIGHT delivers a
scifi/mma one-two knockout. THE DETECTIVE GFL star Quentin Barnes is an orphan born into a culture
that prizes family connections above all. He spent his youth struggling with poverty. When he signed his
deal with the Ionath Krakens and became rich, one of the first things he did was hire a private detective to
find out if his family is still alive. THE DETECTIVE is the story of that search, as seen through the eyes of
Frederico Esteban Guissepe Gonzaga — a.k.a. "Fred," a master of disguise and a truly dangerous Human.
But Fred's past is just as big a mystery as is the whereabouts of Quentin's family. This gritty scifi/noir novel
follows the tradition of ALTERED CARBON and BLADE RUNNER, giving you an anti-hero that won't stop
until the job is done. GFL TIMELINE: This story runs from roughly Week Seven of the 2683 regular season
in THE STARTER through Week Ten of the 2684 regular season in THE ALL-PRO (GFL Book III). THE
REPORTER Yolanda Davenport, star reporter for Galaxy Sports Magazine, is searching for the truth about
Ju Tweedy’s involvement with the murder of Grace McDermot. Ju, a former star running back for the OS1
Orbiting Death, had to flee Orbital System One following the murder accusation. That incident let him to
join Ionath Krakens, but Ju still claims innocence. Are the Krakens knowingly employing a murderer, or was
Ju framed for this horrible crime? GFL TIMELINE: The story takes place between Week Three and Week Six
of the 2684 GFL season, the season that encompasses THE ALL-PRO (GFL Book III). THE RIDER Armored
little people riding armored dinosaurs in a full-contact bloodsport? Welcome to Dinolition, the biggest show
in the galaxy. Star rider Poughkeepsie Pete and his T-Rex mount “Old Bess” are fixtures of a league
struggling to reach profitability and gain intergalactic recognition. Pete and his fellow riders fight to be
recognized as galactic-class athletes, not marginalized as than circus-freak sideshows. But to get that
credibility (and the massive payday that comes with it) Pete has to manage a league commissioner with a
God complex, deal with a devious team owner, navigate a web of organized crime trying to fix matches, and
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dodge religious zealots set on killing him and the dinos alike — all while grooming the next generation of
riders that will carry the sport into a new age of glory. In Dinolition, authors Paul E. Cooley and #1 New
York Times bestseller Scott Sigler give “ride till ya die” a whole new meaning. GFL TIMELINE: This story
takes place in the month of August, 2683. It begins at the same time as Chapter 2 of THE ALL-PRO (GFL
Book III). These novellas are set in the world of Scott Sigler's Galactic Football League, which is a Science
Fiction Space Opera Series with more than 10,000 ratings and reviews on Goodreads and Google Play: The
Galactic Football League is a series of scifi/crime/sports mashup books that sets a star-spanning hero’s
quest against the backdrop of a far-future American pro football league. Intricate world building and aliens
that truly “alien,” from a #1 New York Times bestselling author. From THE ROOKIE: “THE ROOKIE is a
wild ride that takes football to the next level. Set in a future day of corruption, bigger bodies and bigger
stakes, it’s Rollerball between the white lines and a fascinating read.” — John Clayton, ESPN NFL Analyst
Set in a lethal pro football league 700 years in the future, THE ROOKIE is a story that combines the intense
gridiron action of "Any Given Sunday" with the space opera style of "Star Wars" and the criminal
underworld of "The Godfather." Aliens and humans alike play positions based on physiology, creating
receivers that jump 25 feet into the air, linemen that bench-press 1,200 pounds, and linebackers that
literally want to eat you. Organized crime runs every franchise, games are fixed and rival players are
assassinated. Follow the story of Quentin Barnes, a 19-year-old quarterback prodigy that has been raised all
his life to hate, and kill, those aliens. Quentin must deal with his racism and learn to lead, or he'll wind up
just another stat in the column marked "killed on the field." Fans of the following authors are known to
enjoy the Galactic Football League Science Fiction Space Opera Series: Mike Lupica Tim Green Buzz
Bissinger Joe Haldeman Orson Scott Card David Webber Richard K Morgan George Lucas Robert A.
Heinlein Daniel Arenson Nathan Lowell Scott Westerfeld Fans of the following books and series are known
to enjoy the Galactic Football League Sci Fi Saga: Star Wars Guardians of the Galaxy Starship Troopers
Altered Carbon Mech Warrior Jurassic Park Star Trek Hitchhikers Guide Aliens Friday Night Lights Any
Given Sunday Draft Day Keywords related to the Galactic Football League Young Adult Science Fiction
Space Opera Series: Alien Contact, Supernatural, Humorous Science Fiction, Box Set, Bundle, Series,
Omnibus, Epic, Saga, Monsters, Dinosaurs, Sports, Football, Mech, Robots, Battlebots, AI, Future,
Futuristic, Space Travel, Krakens, Xenomorph, Galaxy, Galaxies, Star, Stars, Collections & Anthologies,
Science Fiction Space Opera Series with Mystery, Aliens, and Extreme Sports Technology, Best SciFi
Books, Best Selling science fiction, Science Fiction Anthology, Science Fiction Collection, Scifi Anthology,
SciFi Collection, Young Adult Anthology, Young Adult Collection, Space Opera Anthology, Space Opera
Collection, Space Opera Box Set, Science Fiction Box Set, Science Fiction Bundle, Dinosaurs, T-Rex,
Boxing, Crime Drama, Crime Fiction
Galactar - Anthony James 2020-07-29
Following decades of war and the recent catastrophic loss of an entire planet, the Human Planetary
Alliance is riven by internal disputes and rivalries. The military's old guard fights for power against those
who see a chance to turn things around.After a series of hard-fought victories, Captain Carl Recker is
becoming recognized as a man who gets results - a man who knows how to beat the Daklan. Unfortunately,
enemies from his past would prefer to claim his successes as their own, and Recker finds himself caught
between two factions within high command. Escape comes in the form of a mission, though it's nothing runof-the-mill. Given command of a new heavy cruiser, Recker is sent to track down a missing Daklan fleet and
recover the alien technology it was searching for. It's going to be tough and assistance comes in the form of
a Daklan desolator, commanded by a larger-than-life officer who knows his missiles from his Terrus
slugs.Deep within territory contested by the Meklon and Lavorix, Recker and his opposite number will need
to work closely together. Trust is in short supply, while enemies are not. Faced with countless hostile aliens
and their technology, Recker has his work cut out if he wants to stay on the right side of dead.And soon, he
will draw the attention of the Lavorix empire breaker. The Galactar is coming, and against it, Recker stands
no chance at all. Galactar is a traditional-style science-fiction action adventure and the third book in the
Savage Stars series, following directly after events in Fractured Horizons. Expect space combat, ruthless
aliens, mysterious tech and lots more.
Valyien Far Future Space Opera - James David Victor 2022-05-31
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One ship will save the galaxy…or bring it tumbling down. A Far Future Space Opera Collection from #1
Bestselling author James David Victor. It was supposed to be a simple double-cross. When things go wrong,
Eliard Martin, captain of the infamous Mercury Blade, and his crew find themselves caught between two
opposing forces trying to rule the galaxy. They must ally with one to defeat the other and save themselves.
In the end, they just might find that their interests don’t align with either. Can the crew of the Mercury
Blade fly their way to freedom and save the galaxy or will they be crushed by the opposing forces seeking
rule them all? The Valyien Far Future Space Opera Boxed Set includes all nine books in the Valyien Far
Future Space Opera series. If you like fast-paced space adventures, the rogue crew of the Mercury Blade
are your kind of heroes. Download the Valyien Far Future Space Opera Boxed Set and get started on your
next space adventure today! The Valyien Far Future Space Opera Boxed Set includes the following 9
stories: 1. Mercury Blade 2. Alpha Rises 3. Alien Evolution 4. A. I. Uprising 5. Insurrection 6. Origins 7.
Warp Gate 8. A. I. Apocalypse 9. Continuum
The Shadow Order - Michael Robertson 2016-04-23
In a fight, Seb is unbeatable. But in this galaxy, there are a million ways to lose... Seb Zodo has never
backed down from a fist fight. After all, he's been gifted with powers that make losing impossible. But
lately, Seb's gift seems more like a curse... Seb's fearlessness leads to stupid decisions, short-lived jobs, and
unwanted attention in dangerous places. In a desperate bid at a fresh start, Seb swears off fighting. But it
may be too late... When a run-in with an electrifying thief and the head of a shadowy organization sends his
life spiraling out of control, Seb has no choice left but to go down swinging... The Shadow Order is the first
book in a series of fast-paced space opera adventures. If you like bold characters, planet-hopping, and edgeof-your-seat action, then you'll love Michael Robertson's thrilling series starter. Download The Shadow
Order today to dive into a series that pulls no punches! REVIEWS: 5 Stars - AWESOME book!!! Action
packed, fun, and the plot keeps you going with twists and turns. - Amazon review. 5 stars - I didn't want to
stop reading, and I can't wait to read the next book. - Amazon review. 5 Stars - One of the best books I've
read for a while. - Amazon review.
The Crimson Deathbringer - Sean Robins 2021-09-03
When Earth gets embroiled in the middle of an intergalactic war, humanity's only hope for survival rests
with a rag-tag team of unlikely heroes which includes an ace fighter pilot, a stuntwoman, a super-assassin,
and an alien prankster. Jim, a wise-cracking, OCD-suffering fighter pilot, is about to propose to his
girlfriend when his friend Kurt surprises them by showing up at his house, wounded and covered in blood.
This is just the beginning of Jim's woes because soon after his life is thrown into a galactic conflict that
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threatens the very existence of the human race. Can our heroes save humanity from the wrath of a galaxyconquering alien fleet? The Crimson Deathbringer seamlessly blends breathtaking action sequences with
mischievous humor. If you enjoy reading a well-written space opera saga, or if you are a Star Wars, Star
Trek, or Stargate fan, this book, with its nerve-wracking space battles, memorable characters, formidable
antagonist, and Game of Thrones style shocking twists, is written especially for you. Pick it up and see for
yourself! Praise for The Crimson Deathbringer: The Crimson Deathbringer is a mix of funny and clever
dialogues, action and adventure, with scenes that made me chuckle, bite my nails, and shed a tear or two.
All while it kept me at the edge of my seat, trying to guess what would happen next. And no, most times I
guessed wrong. Jina Bazzar, the author of Heir of Ashes The Crimson Deathbringer is the first novel from
Sean Robins--and a great debut it is. It's chockablock full of action. You have dramatic alien-versus-humanversus alien encounters, exciting space battles, an insane race to save the world, some warm-hearted
romance, and a lot of waggish humor (reminiscent of Douglas Adams.) If you can get this granite face to
break a smile, you've accomplished something major and Sean has done just that--by infusing campy fun at
the right times, in the right places. Tyler Colins, the author of The Connecticut Corpse Caper
Bloodmancer - N D Redding 2021-10-15
When the Imminy fleets arrived at Primitea, there was only one name to rally under: the Bloodmancer. With
Arthur and Fars at his side, Richard Stavos had become so much more than a Technomancer. His powers
had grown beyond what the Guild could have ever taught him. The war had reached every corner of the
Galaxy. The Stavos family had to swing its iron fist against enemies in the far reaches of the void as much
as against those on Primitea. While Freya took on the mantle of ruler at home, Richard Stavos took the war
to the Federation. The unlikely alliance with the Aloi Hegemony had more than battleships to offer. An
incredible truth they unveiled caused the Technomancer to mobilize every man, woman and ship in his
grasp. The Galaxy's most infamous vessel, the Crimson Death was now the flagship of a fleet that promised
to burn the Federation in its wake. All of it for one single goal: to reach Bardeena and face the godlike
beings called the Ka. The explosive finale of this epic Military Sci-Fi Series from debut author N.D.
Redding. It's perfect for fans of Chris Fox, B.V. Larson, and Technomancer.
Spoils of War - Luke Mitchell 2021-08-21
After 2,000 years, the Synth have returned. Terror grips the galaxy as brave Alliance heroes race to banish
the ancient evil once and for all. But behind enemy lines, cut off from all escape, one lone Knight learns that
the truth of war is rarely so simple. Join Nate and his rag-tag crew aboard the Camelot for another actionpacked installment of the Excalibur Knights Saga!
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